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Q1 The pricing sheet on the bid seems to have some incorrect quantities. Can we please get this clarified?

A1 College staff rechecked the bid form and found the quantities listed to be correct.

Q2 Some rooms have different scopes and/or different pieces that are going to be integrated into them. Can we please get a room list with a brief scope of what is going on in each room?

A2 There was a diagram added to the bid in Addendum One.

Q3 For the sake of showing correct unit pricing, can there be a few added blank lines for equipment that will need to be added in? (Ex: Misc. Cable and Connectors, Control Device, Any Missing Components, Etc.)

A3 You may add additional line items to the bid form as needed but don’t forget to add to the total.

Q4 If any items are to be substituted or the integrator feels that certain items are not needed, is it okay to modify the pricing sheet?

A4 If you substitute an item you need to state so on the bid form and you need to provide manufacturers specifications to prove that the items substituted are equal.
Q5  Certified installers, programmers and dealers of certain AV products are highly recommended by several manufacturers. Is the district asking dealers to be certified and have appropriate programmers and installers? No such requirements have been spelled out which may impact support and/or warranty.

A5  For our Extron install there is no programming required only basic installation “Control Specialist” level or better. For the Crestron lecture capture and Fusion software, Crestron CTI-Fusion-P and a CTI-P101 certificates or better.

Q6  Are there facility drawings available? Floor plans, Electrical or RCPs?

A6  No college staff do not believe they are required.

Q7  The Extron pole vault has been discontinued.

A7  The Extron Pole Vault Digital 42-208-03 is the correct part number.